If you like biographies about...

Music
you might like ...

Being Elvis: A Lonely Life by Ray Connolly (BIOG PRESLEY, E.)
Dig If You Will The Picture by Ben Greenman (BIOG PRINCE)
A unique and kaleidoscopic look into the life, legacy, and electricity of the pop legend Prince and his wide ranging impact on our
culture.

Instrumental by James Rhodes (786.2 RHO)
Unfaithful Music & Disappearing Ink by Elvis Costello (BIOG COSTELLO, E.)
Born Declan Patrick MacManus, Elvis Costello was raised in London and Liverpool, grandson of a trumpet player on the White Star
Line and son of a jazz musician who became a successful radio dance-band vocalist. Costello went into the family business and
before he was twenty-four took the popular music world by storm.

The Most Beautiful: My Life With Prince by Mayte Garcia (BIOG GARCIA, M.)
Change of Seasons by John Oats (BIOG OATS, J.)
A memoir by the co-founder of Rock and Roll Hall of Fame duo Hall & Oates explores the childhood music exposures in his humble
Pennsylvania hometown that shaped his early music perspectives.

David Bowie: A Life by Dylan Jones (BIOG BOWIE, D.)
Before You Judge Me by Tavis Smiley (BIOG JACKSON, M.)
A powerful chronicle of the sixteen weeks leading up to King of Pop Michael Jackson's death. Michael Jackson's final months were
like the rest of his short and legendary life: filled with deep lows and soaring highs, a constant hunt for privacy, and the pressure and
fame that made him socially fragile and almost--ultimately--unable to live.

Paul McCartney: The Life by Phillip Norman (BIOG MCCARTNEY, P.)
An official biography approved by the former Beatle himself covers the whole span of his life, from losing his mother in childhood to
his often troubled partnership with John Lennon to his personal trauma after The Beatles' breakup, as well as his time with Wings
and his marriage to Linda McCarthy and time spent dealing with her death.

Just Getting Started by Tony Bennett (BIOG BENNETT, T.)
Born to Run by Bruce Springsteen (BIOG SPRINGSTEEN, B.)
In a personal account inspired by the remarkable 2009 Super Bowl halftime show, a Rock and Roll Hall of Famer traces his life from
his childhood in a Catholic New Jersey family and the musical experiences that prompted his career to the rise of the E Street Band
and the stories behind some of his most famous songs.

It’s A Long Story by Willie Nelson (BIOG NELSON, W.)
Not Dead Yet by Phil Collins (BIOG COLLINS, P.)
The long-awaited autobiography from Phil Collins, one of the bestselling music artists of all time. This is the rollercoaster journey
from his beginnings as a child actor to his domination of the charts both as a solo artist and part of Genesis.

Reckless by Chrissie Hynde (BIOG HYNDE, C.)
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